ANDRE NORTONS USE OF TRAGEDY IN STAR MANS SON
Be the first to ask a question about Star Man's Son, A.D .. The book was published just before her death on St. Patrick's
Day. Since her death she . Andre Norton was one of the best science fiction/ fantasy writers of all time. Star.

That movie was a thinly disguised attack on the McCarthy anti-communist witch hunt, but while many got it
there were more who didn't. Wollheim points to the success of the paperback editions of her works as
evidence of her non juvenile appeal. I've read that in the 's and 50's the western genre was used by many
writers as a way to cover controversial social topics that could not be presented in contemporary dramas. This
story especially shows the animal rights side of the environmentalist movement of the time. Rutee gives birth
to twins, a boy and a girl, and Jony grows to be a teen. Norton, Alice Mary by Martha E. When we meet them,
Rutee is pregnant, having been raped by a mind-controlled young male at the behest of the Big Ones. The first
was the Cold War and the terrifying prospect that the United States and the Soviet Union were going to
destroy the world with nuclear weapons the novel was written during the Korean War and just a few years
after World War II ended. Shelves: adventure , post-apocalyptic , science-fiction The thing about reading
so-called "Golden Age" science fiction or at least Silver Age is you always have to remember that the stories
were written in a different time. To them it was just a thrilling suspense story set in the old west. Ward and
Dorothy A. What I had was the school library at a small, private school. So Norton got neglected on my
reading list, even though I recalled the beautiful Charles Mikolaycak covers from the shelves at my local B.
The story also has sincerity and heart. Norton was writing in the s, but her work was predominantly featured in
magazines. Amidst the very spare writing, and showing very little personal history for any of the characters,
Norton creates one unique young hero. The parallels are clear This is a very representative piece of Seventies
science fiction. Nevertheless it needs to be stated. He contends that these themes are best expressed in Dark
Piper. There is war between the tribes and mutants called "Beast Men", but also conflict between the different
tribes.

